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Longdom proffers our immense pleasure and honor in 
extending you a warm invitation to attend Recycling 2020. It 
is focusing on ‘Reduce and Recycle waste for feasible waste 
administration’ to enhance and explore knowledge among 
Environmental Departments and to establish corporations 
and exchanging ideas. Providing the right stage to present 
stimulating Keynote talks, Plenary sessions, Discussion 
Panels, B2B Meetings, Poster symposia, Video Presentations, 
and Workshops. 

America Region 

Euro-monitor International's Industrial reviews provide a 
360-degree view of an enterprise. This Industrial marketplace 
record offers a comprehensive manual to the scale and shape 
of the Utilities and Recycling market at a national degree. It 
offers the modern-day retail sales statistics, permitting us to 
identify the sectors using increase. It identifies the main 
companies, the main brands and gives strategic analysis of 
key factors influencing the market - be they knew product 
trends, packaging improvements, economic/life-style affects, 
distribution or pricing issues. Forecasts illustrate how the 
market is about to trade. 

 

This document’s scope spans the North American market 
for lithium battery recycling. Analysis of document in local 
market trends, the use of data from 2016 and 2017 as base 
years and supplying estimates for 2018 to 2023 with 
projections of compound annual growth rates within the 
forecast length. This record consists of specific discussion of 
technological and economic traits which are affecting the 
marketplace. Furthermore, it explains the primary drivers 
and local dynamics of the lithium battery recycling market 
and the cutting-edge trends within the enterprise. 
Sale values in the file are offered in U.S. Bucks, at the same 
time as the sales values in phrases of actual product are  

provided in thousand devices. Choice of the usage of lots as 
a denomination unit was dictated by means of the cargo 
volumes for unique categories, which would have otherwise 
appeared too insignificant. It is vital to be aware that the 
lifespan of the lithium batteries varies depending upon the 
usage industry. 

CFRP (Carbon fibre strengthened plastics/polymer) are best 
lightweight structural substances for aerospace, automobile, 
strength and sports industries. CFRP Recycle is recycling 
CFRP from stop-of-existence elements and waste generated 
within the manufacturing method, including scrap 
substances, out-of-date pre-reg. 

Europe Region 

Plimsoll Publishing's Aggregate Recycling Analysis affords a 
detailed evaluation of the UK Aggregate Recycling, 
marketplace and delivers a complete character evaluation at 
the pinnacle a hundred and fifty organizations, together with 
Erith Contractors Ltd, Squibb Group Ltd and Coleman & 
Company Ltd. This report covers activities including 
demolition, recycling, skip lease, waste management, 
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construction and includes a wealth of records on the 
economic traits over the past four years.  

Plimsoll Publishing's IT Recycling (UK) Analysis provides a 
detailed assessment of the UK IT Recycling marketplace and 
can provide a complete individual evaluation on the 
pinnacle 280 companies, together with A Novo UK Ltd, 
M.D.J. Light Brothers (Scrap Processers) Ltd and Tier 1 
Asset Management Ltd. This file covers sports along with 
recycling, computer recycling, it's miles recycling, computer 
disposal and includes a wealth of records on the financial 
traits during the last four years.  

 
Plimsoll Publishing's Oil Recycling (UK) Analysis offers a 
detailed review of the UK Oil Recycling marketplace and 
delivers a comprehensive person evaluation on the pinnacle 
50 corporations, consisting of Augean Plc, Oil Salvage Ltd 
and Living Fuels Ltd. This document covers activities which 
includes dangerous waste collection, waste oil collection, 
clean fuel oil, fuel oil sales, parts washers and includes a 
wealth of data at the financial developments during the last 
4 years.   

Asia Region 

Firms in industries kind and conduct secondary healing of 
non-steel waste and recycled fragments from numerous 
different kinds of strong waste. Enterprises flip waste into 
usable uncooked materials and put together waste for 
similarly processing. Producing new merchandise using 
strong waste isn't covered on this enterprise. Report covers 
the scope, size, disposition and increase of the industry 
together with the important thing sensitivities and 
fulfillment elements. Also covered are five-year enterprise 

forecasts, growth quotes and an analysis of the enterprise key 
gamers and their marketplace stocks. 

Report profiles India’s paper and paper products industry, 
discussing marketplace traits and outlook thru 2014 and 
past. This file additionally highlights main players in the 
sector which include Ballarpur Industries Ltd, Tamil Nadu 
Newsprint and Paper Ltd and Rainbow Papers Ltd. The 
paper enterprise in India has been in existence due to the 
fact ancient instances, experiencing a paradigm alternate 
over the years. Existing paper turbines in the u . S . A . Rent 
numerous technology- from legacy to advanced methods. 
Indian paper turbines in particular use three types of 
uncooked material particularly wood/chemical pulp, agro 
residues and recycled fibre to supply paper and paper 
merchandise. 

Over the remaining decade owning electronics has come to 
be increasingly connected with the exceptional of lifestyles. 
As a end result, sales and manufacturing of electronics have 
soared worldwide. Advances in era have delivered 
approximately a extensive style of merchandise and newer 
variations every product are being launched constantly. This 
has led to an increase within the charge at which electronics 
are being discarded, and volumes of waste have increased 
manifold. This rise in the amount of e-waste is a 
international phenomenon and has given rise to issues 
approximately human and environmental publicity to this 
sort of waste. This has paved the way for the increase of e-
waste management offerings. 

 

  


